Overview

PALIGHT® PRINT is a printing-grade foam PVC sheet with a high white point for vivid color reproduction, and a lighter weight than PALIGHT PREMIUM, making it an ideal substrate for cost-sensitive, fast-turn or high volume projects. Lightweight, yet rigid, PALIGHT PRINT is easy to handle and install, less expensive to ship, and well-suited for overhead projects with weight restrictions.

PALIGHT PRINT is the better choice for every day, competitively priced digital or screen print applications, or projects that do not require the added performance and rigidity of PALIGHT PREMIUM or PALBOARD™.

Main Benefits

- The smooth and uniform surfaces of PALIGHT PRINT serve as an ideal substrate for print inks, enabling smooth gradations, and homogenous area cover.
- EverClean™ protective film is standard on one side for better dent and scratch resistance.
- Uniform sheet thickness promotes better ink adhesion, resulting in improved image quality and increased display duration.
- Bright white color yields wider color gamut and accurate color imaging.
- The rigid and lightweight physical properties of PALIGHT PRINT make it easy to handle, cut and install.
- PALIGHT PRINT is a great solution for indoor advertising applications due to its resistance to chemicals and humidity.
- PALIGHT PRINT complies with the highest safety requirements.
- PALIGHT PRINT meets US & EU recycling requirements.

Typical Applications

- Signage
- Promotional decoration
- Mounting surface for painting, photos, vinyl & film
- Displays
- Lamination
Inasmuch as Palram Americas has no control over the use (and/or installation method) to which others may put this material, it does not guarantee that the same results as those described herein will be obtained. Each user of the material should make their own test to determine the suitability of the material for their own particular use. In the event of a warranty claim for product failure, Palram Americas reserves the right to inspect any or all of the sheets involved and the installation site itself while the sheets are still in their original position and have not been removed or moved or altered in any way.
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